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12 HACKS TO BEAT BULLYING
Honor Head
This short but essential book will quickly and clearly advise children on how to
deal with bullies, including cyberbullies, being left out, frenemies and peer
pressure.
Know how to stay safe online, recognise when you need to ask for help and learn
how to improve your self-esteem and believe in yourself again.
The 12 Hacks series helps readers to improve their mental health not just now,
but for the rest of their lives. These simple steps might seem obvious to some,
but it is important for us to raise awareness of these relatively simple steps that
everyone can take to improve overall health and well-being.

•
•
•
•

ISBN: 9781445170657
Format: Paperback
Genre: Non-Fiction
Extent: 32

12 HACKS TO WORRY LESS
Honor Head
This short but essential book will quickly and clearly advise children on how to worry
less. Find out about practical ways to learn how to control worries. Find out how to
handle worries such as starting a new school, handling peer pressure, fighting social
media anxiety and the fear of missing out, as well as deal with bullying or panic attacks.
There are so many thing to worry about when you’re young, but this book will help you
to tackle your fears and build your confidence and resilience so you can face any
challenges in your life ahead.
The 12 Hacks series helps readers to improve their mental health not just now, but for
the rest of their lives. These simple steps might seem obvious to some, but it is
important to raise awareness of these relatively simple steps that people can take to
improve their overall mental and physical well-being.

•
•
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•

ISBN: 9781445170633
Format: Paperback
Genre: Non-Fiction
Extent: 32

KIDS CAN COPE: TAKE CHARGE OF ANGER
Gill Hasson
Illustrated by Sarah Jennings
When things don’t go right. When it’s not fair. When someone doesn’t do what they promised they
would. Losing or breaking something, being scared or hurt. Not understanding or being able to
make something work. Any of these things can trigger anger in children. In response, they may
scream, shout, or lash out.
This book helps children learn how to deal with their anger. It explains how and why we get angry,
and why we think, feel and do the things we do when we’re angry. It explains how children can use
up their angry energy safely, in ways that don’t hurt anyone or make things worse.
Take Charge of Anger understands what’s going on for an angry child. It suggests ways in which a
child can learn to manage their anger and get help if they need it. With this book, children can
learn solutions that really work so that they feel less overwhelmed and upset and more in control.
Each book in the ‘Kids Can Cope’ series is backed up with practical activities for the child to
complete and discuss, consolidating and personalising learning, plus extra notes for parents or
teachers.

•
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•
•

ISBN: 9781445166087
Format: Paperback
Genre: Non-Fiction
Extent: 32

KIDS CAN COPE: PUT YOUR WORRIES AWAY
Gill Hasson
Illustrated by Sarah Jennings
Bullying and burglars. Being laughed at and being left alone. Accidents, illness, family break up and
moving home. Tests at school, changing school. And monsters under the bed.
This book helps children learn how to deal with real and imagined worries.
It explains what worry is and where it comes from. It explains how and why worries make people
think and feel the way they do.
Put Your Worries Away understands what is in a worrier’s head and body. It suggests ways in which
a child can learn to overcome anxiety. With this book, children can learn solutions that really work
so that they feel more in control, able to engage with their lives and keep their worries in
perspective.

•
•
•
•

ISBN: 9781445166056
Format: Paperback
Genre: Non-Fiction
Extent: 32

READING CHAMPION: FROGGO
Penny Dolan
Illustrated by Marco Lombardini
Froggo lives in the pond with the other frogs and they are always hearing the story of the frog who
kissed a princess and turned into a prince…. and Froggo just cannot think of anything worse! So
when he retrieves the children’s football, he is in for a surprise!
Reading Champion offers independent reading books for children to practise and reinforce their
developing reading skills.

Fantastic, original stories are accompanied by engaging artwork and a reading activity. Each book
has been carefully graded so that it can be matched to a child’s reading ability, encouraging reading
for pleasure.

•
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•

ISBN: 9781445168760
Format: Paperback
Genre: Fiction
Extent: 24

READING CHAMPION: GRANDAD'S MAGIC TORCH
Jill Atkins
Illustrated by Andy Elkerton
The children are on a camping holiday with Mum and Grandad. And when Grandad lends them his
torch, the adventure really begins!
Reading Champion offers independent reading books for children to practise and reinforce their
developing reading skills.
Fantastic, original stories are accompanied by engaging artwork and a reading activity. Each book
has been carefully graded so that it can be matched to a child’s reading ability, encouraging reading
for pleasure.

•
•
•
•

ISBN: 9781445171500
Format: Paperback
Genre: Fiction
Extent: 24

READING CHAMPION: SPLASH!
Penny Dolan
Splash the merboy is happily playing in the waves when the tide goes out and leaves him stranded
in a rock pool. Can he make it back to sea safely?
Reading Champion offers independent reading books for children to practise and reinforce their
developing reading skills.

Fantastic, original stories are accompanied by engaging artwork and a reading activity. Each book
has been carefully graded so that it can be matched to a child’s reading ability, encouraging reading
for pleasure.

•
•
•
•

ISBN: 9781445171531
Format: Paperback
Genre: Fiction
Extent: 24

READING CHAMPION: SUPPER TIME!
Damian Harvey
Illustrated by Emma Latham
Wolf is hungry and he fancies chicken for supper. But the little chicken doesn’t fancy being eaten at
all!
Reading Champion offers independent reading books for children to practise and reinforce their
developing reading skills.
Fantastic, original stories are accompanied by engaging artwork and a reading activity. Each book
has been carefully graded so that it can be matched to a child’s reading ability, encouraging reading
for pleasure.

•
•
•
•

ISBN: 9781445171562
Format: Paperback
Genre: Fiction
Extent: 24

EDGE: I HERO: MEGAHERO: THE POISONOUS PLANS OF
PROFESSOR WEIRD
Steve Skidmore
Steve Barlow
Take on the role of a shape-shifting MEGAHERO in this fully interactive, wacky, choose-your-owndestiny adventure story.
You and your mega-computer sidekick, PAL, must save the world from Professor Weird – a brilliant
scientist who has decided he wants to rid the world of YOU. The evil genius can concoct almost
anything in his mobile lab – can you possibly morph into the right shapes to avoid his knockout
gas??

•
•
•
•

ISBN: 9781445170039
Format: Paperback
Genre: Non-Fiction
Extent: 64

EDGE: I HERO: MEGAHERO: THE SLIPPERY SCHEMES OF SUSHI
MAN
Steve Skidmore
Steve Barlow
Take on the role of a shape-shifting MEGAHERO in this fully interactive, wacky, choose-your-owndestiny adventure story.
You and your mega-computer sidekick, PAL, must save the world from Sushi Man and his own
sidekick, Wasabi Boy. This evil duo has started poisoning and controlling the population. Can you
possibly morph into the right shapes to take down this out-of-control pair of baddies??

•
•
•
•

ISBN: 9781445169477
Format: Paperback
Genre: Non-Fiction
Extent: 64

MONEY BOX: WHAT IS MONEY?
Ben Hubbard
A friendly, first look at making money for young readers
Leo is confused! Money is meant to make the world go round, but he never actually sees it. Then
on his birthday, his aunt sends him some money. What will Leo do with it?
An illustrated, child-friendly introduction to money, looking at the different forms it takes, how we
use it and the importance of looking after it. Each story follows a child who is faced with a dilemma
about what to do with some money and explores the many choices available to them in a clear and
helpful way.

•
•
•
•

ISBN: 9781445163901
Format: Paperback
Genre: Non-Fiction
Extent: 32

MONEY BOX: MAKING MONEY
Ben Hubbard
A friendly, first look at making money for young readers
Maya wants some extra money but her parents tell her she has to earn it! So Maya helps tidy up
her neighbour’s garage, but it’s harder work than she thought. Will Maya finish the job and earn
the money?
An illustrated, child-friendly introduction to money for children aged 5 and up, looking at the
different forms it takes, how we use it and the importance of looking after it. Each story follows a
child who is faced with a dilemma about what to do with some money and explores the many
choices available to them in a clear and helpful way.
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•

ISBN: 9781445164359
Format: Paperback
Genre: Non-Fiction
Extent: 32

GROW YOUR MIND: BOOST YOUR BRAIN
Alice Harman
Illustrated by David Broadbent
Help children, aged 7 plus, boost their brains! This book is packed with fun and
varied ways for children to improve concentration, positivity, confidence and
mental wellbeing in a way that works for them.
Grow your Mind is a series of books that explore how we develop a ‘Growth Mindset’ – when children believe they can get smarter, they understand that effort
makes them stronger and then the extra time and effort they put in can lead to
higher achievement, confidence and self-satisfaction. Written in consultation with
Katharine Muncaster, a leading head teacher who has implemented a renowned
growth mind-set programme in her school, this is a must have for any school, or
parent, with wellbeing on their agenda.
Part of a series of 8 titles: Ask for Help, Boost Your Brain, Build Resilience, Don’t
Panic, Face Your Fears, Make Mistakes, Think Positive, Work Smarter.

•
•
•
•

ISBN: 9781445168616
Format: Paperback
Genre: Non-Fiction
Extent: 32

GROW YOUR MIND: MAKE MISTAKES
Izzi Howell
Illustrated by David Broadbent
Help children, aged 7 plus, understand why making mistakes helps you learn, and
why taking risks and challenging yourself makes your brain stronger and more
powerful. This book is packed with fun and varied ways for children to improve
concentration, positivity, confidence and mental wellbeing in a way that works for
them.
Grow your Mind is a series of books that explore how we develop a ‘Growth
Mindset’ – when children believe they can get smarter, they understand that
effort makes them stronger and then the extra time and effort they put in can
lead to higher achievement, confidence and self-satisfaction. Written in
consultation with Katharine Muncaster, a leading head teacher who has
implemented a renowned growth mind-set programme in her school, this is a
must have for any school, or parent, with wellbeing on their agenda.

•
•
•
•

ISBN: 9781445169248
Format: Paperback
Genre: Non-Fiction
Extent: 32

EXAM ATTACK
Nicola Morgan
A practical, positive, utterly sensible guide for exam students, for the best
chance of success.
Exams are stressful and most people don’t love them! This book can’t remove all
your exam nerves and, anyway, a certain level of stress can help you perform well.
Instead this book aims to help you avoid bad stress and have the greatest chance
of doing your best when exams arrive.
It will give you the tools to control your body and mind during this challenging
phase. And the tools will help you at many other stressful times of life.
Exam Attack covers a huge range of learning techniques. You’ll find advice on food
(and how to cope when you lose your appetite), sleep, panic, revision, getting
help, managing screens and social media. And there’s up-to-date advice on notetaking and learning.
One of the core principles in this book is that our mental and physical health, or
‘wellbeing’, affects how we perform. It isn’t a luxury or optional extra: it affects
every aspect of life.

•
•
•
•

ISBN: 9781445170411
Format: Paperback
Genre: Non-Fiction
Extent: 128

MY BODY'S CHANGING
Anita Ganeri
A simple and reassuring introduction to body changes for boys aged 7 and up.
This easy-to-understand, straightforward book gives clear advice for young
readers who want to understand more about the changes in their body that
happen during puberty. The clear, friendly approach explains everything about
puberty, from getting hairy, growing taller and what wet dreams are. There is
sensible advice about healthy eating, exercise and keeping clean as well as how to
tackle any emotional ups and downs and tips for boosting self-esteem.
Questions and answers throughout will help dispel any myths and give gentle
advice.

•
•
•
•

ISBN: 9781445169736
Format: Paperback
Genre: Non-Fiction
Extent: 48

STAND AGAINST: POLLUTION AND WASTE
Georgia Amson-Bradshaw
A young activist’s guide filled with real ways to make a difference
Get motivated to stand against pollution and waste in your community and the
world with this introduction to non-violent activism. Young activists: follow the
practical and effective methods in this book, and help mobilise others to clean up
our planet now!
This highly topical series informs and educates young people on key social issues
in the world today. Vibrant and clearly designed content will inspire the next
generation to take peaceful action now. With knowledge and passion in their
corner, young people can change the world.

•
•
•
•

ISBN: 9781445168241
Format: Paperback
Genre: Non-Fiction
Extent: 48

STAND AGAINST: PREJUDICE
Izzi Howell
A young activist’s guide filled with real ways to make a difference
Get excited to stand against prejudice in your community and the world with this
introduction to non-violent activism. Young activists: follow the practical and
effective methods in this book, and help mobilise others to raise awareness and
end prejudice now!
This highly topical series informs and educates young people on key social issues
in the world today. Vibrant and clearly designed content will inspire the next
generation to take peaceful action now. With knowledge and passion in their
corner, young people can change the world!
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•
•

ISBN: 9781445168227
Format: Paperback
Genre: Non-Fiction
Extent: 48

NATURAL DISASTER ZONE: HURRICANES AND TORNADOES
Ben Hubbard
Look inside natural disasters and discover how they work!
Natural disasters devastate communities. They reshape the landscape and can
alter people’s ways of life in an area for years after the event. Learn all about
hurricanes and tornadoes. Find out how they form, where they are mostly to
happen and how scientists study them through diagrams and case studies.
Explore how natural disasters work by cracking them open and looking at them
from the inside. How do they happen? How are they destructive? What happens
on the inside of each phenomena? And where in the world are the danger zones?
This series explore each of these questions in detail.
This series uses detailed artwork, cutaways and images from real-life to give a
rounded view of each event. PErfect for readers aged 9 and up.

•
•
•
•

ISBN: 9781445165950
Format: Paperback
Genre: Non-Fiction
Extent: 32

NATURAL DISASTER ZONE: VOLCANOES AND AVALANCHES
Ben Hubbard
Look inside natural disasters and discover how they work!
Natural disasters devastate communities. They reshape the landscape and can
alter people’s ways of life in an area for years after the event. Learn all about
volcanoes and avalanches. Find out how they form, where they are most likely to
happen and how scientists study them through diagrams and case studies.
Explore how natural disasters work by cracking them open and looking at them
from the inside. How do they happen? How are they destructive? What happens
on the inside of each phenomena? And where in the world are the danger zones?
This series explore each of these questions in detail.
This series uses detailed artwork, cutaways and images from real-life to give a
rounded view of each event. Perfect for readers aged 9 and up.

•
•
•
•

ISBN: 9781445165745
Format: Paperback
Genre: Non-Fiction
Extent: 32

A PROBLEM SHARED: TALKING ABOUT PREJUDICE
Louise Spilsbury
A positive and proactive book that helps you understand and cope with prejudice.
There’s two sides to every story. In Prejudice, you will read two sides to the dilemmas, sticky
situations or issues that children sometimes have to face when dealing with others. Encouraging you
to put yourself in someone else’s shoes to see why they have reacted in a certain way or said certain
things will help you to understand why different point of view arise in the first place and why your
perspective might cloud your judgement or stop other seeing your point of view.
It will help you to find ways to positively and proactively resolve situations, deal with your emotions
and maybe even change your mind. Prejudice tackles situations including: being singled out because
of a disability, homophobic language, fairness, religious discrimination and racism.
The book includes top tips for dealing with your emotions and conflict resolution.
The A Problem Shared series looks at tricky situations and common problems from two sides. The
books encourage the reader to not only speak out, but also to listen to what others have to say.
Some of the core values of PSHE are empathy, mindfulness and engaging with debate and this series
puts the reader firmly in the middle, allowing them to make up their own mind about the scenarios
presented and to question their own initial assumptions or bias.
Perfect resources for students of PSHE at Key Stage 2 aged 9+, these books are also useful as
opportunities for discussion topics in class or as role play situations.

•
•
•
•

ISBN: 9781445171197
Format: Hardback
Genre: Non-Fiction
Extent: 32

A PROBLEM SHARED: TALKING ABOUT MENTAL HEALTH
Louise Spilsbury
A positive and proactive book that helps you understand and cope with mental health.
There’s two sides to every story. In Mental Health, you will read two sides to the dilemmas, sticky
situations or issues that children sometimes have to face at difficult times in their lives. Encouraging
you to put yourself in someone else’s shoes to see why they have reacted in a certain way or said
certain things will help you to understand why different point of view arise in the first place and why
your perspective might cloud your judgement or stop other seeing your point of view.
It will help you to find ways to positively and proactively resolve situations, deal with your emotions
and maybe even change your mind. Mental Health tackles situations including: academic anxiety,
eating disorders, PTSD and self-harming.
The book includes top tips for dealing with your emotions and conflict resolution.
The A Problem Shared series looks at tricky situations and common problems from two sides. The
books encourage the reader to not only speak out, but also to listen to what others have to say.
Some of the core values of PSHE are empathy, mindfulness and engaging with debate and this series
puts the reader firmly in the middle, allowing them to make up their own mind about the scenarios
presented and to question their own initial assumptions or bias.

•
•
•
•

ISBN: 9781445171289
Format: Hardback
Genre: Non-Fiction
Extent: 32

HOT PLANET
Anna Claybourne
Hot Planet gives young readers a clear, insightful introduction to Earth’s climate change crisis
Climate change is a frightening reality in today’s world. From melting ice caps to forest fires, climate
change is responsible for dramatic freak weather events and Earth is now warmer than it has been
at any point in the last 650,000 years.
Hot Planet aims to raise readers aged nine and up’s awareness of the challenges of climate change in
a friendly and non-alarmist, yet realistic, way. It explores what climate change is, what is believed to
cause it, its current impact on the world and what might happen in the future if it progresses at
current rates. It also highlights the social inequality of climate change, as richer and more
industrialised countries contribute far more heavily to climate change through their energy
consumption, yet poorer, less developed nations are currently much more affected by it.

The book looks ahead at how we can all help combat climate change crisis, from global changes such
as investing in sustainable energy sources to reduce our dependence on fossil fuels, to green
schemes such as carbon pricing, to practical solutions such as eating less meat and using public
transport or cycling, rather than driving.
The author, Anna Claybourne, is an award-winning science writer.

•
•
•
•

ISBN: 9781445169880
Format: Hardback
Genre: Non-Fiction
Extent: 48

A SHORT, ILLUSTRATED HISTORY OF… SPACE EXPLORATION
Dr Mike Goldsmith
Illustrated by Rita Petruccioli
If your kids are fed up with learning the names of kings and queens or dates of battles, then this is
the history book for them. This book only contains some of the most brilliant bits about space in
history. No rubbish diagrams or grainy photos – just really cool facts, intriguing people and of course
the most awe-inspiring moments – all beautifully illustrated.
It includes, early discoveries of moons and planets, the first rockets, probes sent to planets both
near and far, the Space Race, the first humans in space and the men on the Moon, space shuttles,
and more about our future in space.
We’ve curated for kids some of the best examples of successes in space. The chronological order will
help them get to grips with how and why one discovery can lead to another. It also shows how
humans have continually strived to improve their lives and even the world by building on successes
from the past, inspiring them to take leaps into the unknown or to reveal their genius to the world.

Designed to spark the interest of children aged 8+ studying history and STEM topics at key stage 2,
the text is snappy and completely relevant, so boredom is not an option.

•
•
•
•

ISBN: 9781445169118
Format: Hardback
Genre: Non-Fiction
Extent: 48

A SHORT, ILLUSTRATED HISTORY OF… MEDICINE
John C. Miles
Illustrated by Rita Petruccioli
If you’re fed up with learning the names of kings and queens or dates of battles, then this is the
history book for you.
This book only contains some of the most brilliant bits about medicine in history. No rubbish
diagrams or grainy photos – just really cool facts, intriguing people and of course the best eureka
moments – all beautifully illustrated.
It includes: prehistoric trepanning, Hippocrates, Galen and Vesalius. It also looks at diseases such as
scurvy and smallpox and how understanding vitamins and inoculation lead to millions of lives being
saved. Later innovations include the discovery of penicillin, antiseptics and anaesthetics. Later,
readers will discover heart surgery, psychiatry and scanning.
We’ve curated for kids some of the best examples of medical marvels. The chronological order will
help them get to grips with how and why one discovery can lead to another. It also shows how
humans have continually strived to improve their lives and even the world by building on successes
from the past, inspiring them to take leaps into the unknown or to reveal their genius to the world.

•
•
•
•

ISBN: 9781445169132
Format: Hardback
Genre: Non-Fiction
Extent: 48

BUILD RESILIENCE: ANXIETY AND SELF-ESTEEM
Honor Head
Young children can find the world we live in daunting and a bit scary. There’s just so much going on
with new schools, making friends and even things like climate change. This book will help young
readers to develop a flexible mindset and to explore feelings around ANXIETY AND SELFESTEEM in a gentle and supportive way.

Building resilience is a key life skill that is important to learn from a young age. Very cute
photographs of animals illustrate each scenario to help young readers understand: what anxiety is,
why talking about it will help, why trying new things is good for us, tips on building confidence and
that failure isn’t always a bad thing. Readers are asked to think about how those scenarios might
relate to their experiences and then encouraged to have a go at some practical activities, ask for
help, be brave and to embrace feelings of nervousness as well as enjoying feelings of pride or
happiness.

The Build Resilience series is suitable for readers aged 6+ and for those studying PSHE as part of the
schools curriculum. They are an excellent resource of PSHE topics for parents, teachers and carers as
talking points for class discussion or as books to read together.
Series consultant, Clare Arnold is a psychotherapist with 25 years’ experience working with CAMHS,
the NHS’s Child and Adolescent Mental Health Services.

•
•
•
•

ISBN: 9781445172163
Format: Hardback
Genre: Non-Fiction
Extent: 32

BUILD RESILIENCE: UNEXPECTED CHALLENGES
Honor Head
Young children can find the world we live in daunting and a bit scary. There’s just so much going on
with new schools, making friends and even things like climate change. This book will help young
readers to develop a flexible mindset and to explore feelings around UNEXPECTED
CHALLENGES in a gentle and supportive way.

Building resilience is a key life skill that is important to learn from a young age. Very cute
photographs of animals illustrate each scenario to help young readers understand: why we often
feel a range of emotions when life takes an unexpected turn, feelings around losing a favourite toy,
when parents separate and feelings around illness and death. Readers are asked to think about how
those scenarios might relate to their experiences and then encouraged to have a go at some
practical activities, ask for help, be brave and to embrace feelings of nervousness as well as enjoying
feelings of pride or happiness.

The Build Resilience series is suitable for readers aged 6+ and for those studying PSHE as part of the
schools curriculum. They are an excellent resource of PSHE topics for parents, teachers and carers as
talking points for class discussion or as books to read together.

•
•
•
•

ISBN: 9781445172132
Format: Hardback
Genre: Non-Fiction
Extent: 32

GET INTO SCIENCE: THE FIVE SENSES
Jane Lacey
Illustrated by Sernur Isik
This first science book exploring the science behind the five senses provides a
great foundation for scientific knowledge. From sight and hearing to touch, smell
and taste, the book has clear information, fun illustrations and plenty of
interactivity from challenges to think about and activities to try. It also has lots of
facts about animal senses and would be a great resource for comparing humans
with other animals.

Get into Science is a series of eight books for children aged 6+ that explore the
science that surrounds them in their everyday world. Each page is full of things for
the reader to notice, talk about and try for themselves. The simple text is
accompanied by fun illustrations.

•
•
•
•

ISBN: 9781445170206
Format: Hardback
Genre: Non-Fiction
Extent: 32

GET INTO SCIENCE: TIME
Jane Lacey
This first science book exploring the science behind time provides a great
foundation for scientific knowledge.
From day and night and how we measure time, to the seasons and the natural
clocks of plants and animals, the book has clear information and fun illustrations. It
also has plenty of interactivity such as challenges to think about and activities to
try.
Get into Science is a series of eight books for children aged 6+ that explore the
science that surrounds them in their everyday world. Each page is full of things for
the reader to notice, talk about and try for themselves. The simple text is
accompanied by fun illustrations.

•
•
•
•

ISBN: 9781445170220
Format: Hardback
Genre: Non-Fiction
Extent: 32

FACT PLANET: MOUNTAINS
Izzi Howell
Discover a world of amazing facts and information with Fact Planet!
Find out about mountains and learn how they form, where they are most likely to
be through diagrams and case studies.
Fact Planet is a lively, information-filled geography series, packed full of colourful
illustrations, clear explanations and fun quizzes to test your knowledge. The eyecatching flat illustrations combined with occasional photos bring geography and
environmental issues to life.
Other topics covered in this series are volcanoes, earthquakes, pollution, rivers and
coasts, animals at risk, settlements and Earth’s resources.
Perfect for the geography curriculum at KS2, this series is suitable for children aged
7 and up.

•
•
•
•

ISBN: 9781445169019
Format: Hardback
Genre: Non-Fiction
Extent: 32

FACT PLANET: ANIMALS AT RISK
Izzi Howell
Discover a world of amazing facts and information with Fact Planet!
Find out about animals at risk and learn why they are in danger, what conservation
is and what we can do to make sure animals don’t go extinct, through diagrams
and case studies.
Fact Planet is a lively, information-filled geography series, packed full of colourful
illustrations, clear explanations and fun quizzes to test your knowledge. The eyecatching flat illustrations combined with occasional photos bring geography and
environmental issues to life.
Other topics covered in this series are volcanoes, mountains, pollution, rivers and
coasts, earthquakes, settlements and Earth’s resources.
Perfect for the geography curriculum at KS2, this series is suitable for children aged
7 and up.

•
•
•
•

ISBN: 9781445169217
Format: Hardback
Genre: Non-Fiction
Extent: 32

THE STORY OF MUSIC
Mick, Brita Manning & Granström
A friendly and inspiring introduction to music history, telling the stories of the world’s
greatest musicians from Bach to Beyonce.
The Story of Music begins with the early drums and flutes of our ancestors, which date back
to the last icea age, through to the modern day. Mick Manning and Brita Granström take your
on a tour of their personally selected music library which showcases the work of some of the
world’s most famous artists and few a less well-known ones. The musicians featured include
Vivaldi, Bach, Beethoven, Mozart, Tchaikovsky, Ella Fitzgerald, Frank Sinatra, Chuck Berry;
Aretha Franklin, Bob Marley, The Beatles, Bob Dylan, David Bowie, Blondie, Grandmaster
Flash, Nicki Minaj, Beyonce as well as Bjork and Kraftwerk. The friendly text and illustrations
help children to appreciate the music, highlighting interesting biographical details and picking
out key details to spot. The book’s large format means the music artwork is reproduced on a
wonderfully impactful scale. This really is a book to give and treasure.
The creative team of Mick Manning and Brita Granström are well-known for their ground
breaking children’s information books. Their many awards range the TES Information Book
Award for What’s Under the Bed? and the English Association Non-fiction award for Charlie’s
War Illustrated.

•
•
•
•

ISBN: 9781445163666
Format: Paperback
Genre: Non-Fiction
Extent: 88

Wayland

100% GET THE WHOLE PICTURE: HUMAN BODY
Paul Mason
Learn about the human body through facts focused on percentages.
Did you know blood is made of 55% plasma and 45% blood cells? Together they make 100% blood.
Or that 65% of the body is water? Lungs, the brain, muscles, senses are some of the topics covered
in this exciting new way of exploring how our body works.
Find out what makes the world complete by understanding the different components that make
everything whole.
The series combines the visual style of infographics and their striking way of presenting facts and
figures, alongside in-depth explanations and diagrams. It is a fun approach to science, leaving
behind long lists of facts and presenting information in a relevant and easy-to-understand way.
Other topics covered in the series are the human body, our living planet, energy and fuel, people
and places, forces and matter, space and time.
Perfect for readers aged 9 and up.

•
•
•
•

ISBN: 9781526308122
Format: Paperback
Genre: Non-Fiction
Extent: 32

100% GET THE WHOLE PICTURE: OUR LIVING PLANET
Paul Mason
Learn about our planet Earth through facts focused on percentages.
Did you know that 40% of volcanoes are active and 60% aren’t? Find out what causes earthquakes
and how they are measured. Habitats, earthquakes, volcanoes, tsunamis and the air we breathe
are some of the topics covered in this exciting new way of exploring how our planet works.
Find out what makes the world complete by understanding the different components that make
everything whole.
The series combines the visual style of infographics and their striking way of presenting facts and
figures, alongside in-depth explanations and diagrams. It is a fun approach to science, leaving
behind long lists of facts and presenting information in a relevant and easy-to-understand way.
Other topics covered in the series are the human body, our living planet, energy and fuel, people
and places, forces and matter, space and time.
Perfect for readers aged 9 and up.
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CITIZEN SCIENTIST: STUDYING BIRDS
Izzi Howell
There’s nothing greater than collecting data!
Investigate the world of birds through observation and scientific research. Study habitats,
migration, nesting and much more through step-by-step experiments, and contribute to the
scientific community by sharing your collected data as a citizen scientist.
Citizen Scientist presents and extends key curriculum topics through data collection tasks and
simple research
projects, some of which form part of larger public surveys in the US and the UK. Readers will be
guided on how to present their findings using graphs and other infographic devices. This series will
also draw links between these projects and the wider environmental and scientific context,
inspiring readers to engage with their local area and
make positive changes. This series is the perfect introduction to scientific investigation for KS2
students aged 9+.
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CITIZEN SCIENTIST: STUDYING POLLUTION
Izzi Howell
There’s nothing greater than collecting data!
Investigate pollution through observation and scientific research. Study air pollution, global
warming, water pollution and much more through step-by-step experiments, and contribute to the
scientific community by sharing your collected data as a citizen scientist.
Citizen Scientist presents and extends key curriculum topics through data collection tasks and
simple research projects, some of which form part of larger public surveys in the US and the UK.
Readers will be guided on how to present their findings using graphs and other infographic devices.
This series will also draw links between these projects and the wider environmental and scientific
context, inspiring readers to engage with their local area and make positive changes. This series is
the perfect introduction to scientific investigation for KS2 students aged 9+.
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ECO STEAM: THE CROPS WE GROW
Georgia Amson-Bradshaw
Cross-curricular series centred on sustainability and climate change, with hands-on projects
linking science and design and technology.
What are the problems and challenges we face around the world when it comes to farming
and growing crops? How can we farm without habitat destruction and damage to food
chains?
Interactive ‘Solve It!’ design challenges give readers the information they need to develop
sustainable solutions to the problems discussed, and step-by-step ‘Test It!’ activities
encourage them to explore putting principles into practice.
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ECO STEAM: THE STUFF WE BUY
Georgia Amson-Bradshaw
Cross-curricular series centred on sustainability and climate change, with hands-on projects
linking science and design and technology.
What are the problems and challenges we face around the world when it comes to the stuff
we buy? How can we reduce, reuse and recycle the things we own, to avoid wasting them
and contributing to pollution and climate change?
Interactive ‘Solve It!’ design challenges give readers the information they need to develop
sustainable solutions to the problems discussed, and step-by-step ‘Test It!’ activities
encourage them to explore putting principles into practice.
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GO QUIZ YOURSELF!: DINOSAURS
Izzi Howell
Learning loads of facts is boring, right?
Not with this book! Get your quiz on to become the ultimate expert on dinosaurs.
This book is the ultimate combination of facts and fun. Each chapter has loads of fast facts followed by a
short quiz, which makes it the perfect tool for revising for a test or for becoming the quizmaster when it
comes to all things prehistoric. It covers a huge range of topics, from how dinosaurs evolved from sea to
land, to attack and defence strategies and weapons, to diet, fossil hunting and the animals that lived
alongside the dinosaurs, such as flying reptiles and marine monsters.
These books are designed as a companion resource for children studying core curriculum topics.
Illustrations, timelines and graphics work with captions and extended texts to challenge the reader’s
skills in memory, comprehension and reading. Kids will barely realise they are learning when the
competitive element takes over as they aim to become the Quizmaster.
The books contain loads of information, but as the quiz sections are spaced evenly throughout, it can
make the challenge less overwhelming. Readers can choose to read a section and then answer those
questions, or read the book and then attempt the whole quiz in one go. It can be used to test
themselves, test their friends or as a ready-made resource for teachers in need of a pop-quiz for their
class.
Suitable for children aged 8+ who are studying Dinosaurs as part of the Key Stage 2 curriculum. Also
perfect for Dino-mad kids who devour facts like a T-rex devours its prey!
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GO QUIZ YOURSELF!: OUTER SPACE
Izzi Howell
Learning loads of facts is boring, right?
Not with this book! Get your quiz on to become the ultimate expert on outer space.
This book is the ultimate combination of facts and fun. Each chapter has loads of fast facts followed by a
short quiz, which makes it the perfect tool for revising for a test or for becoming the quizmaster of the
universe. It covers a huge range of topics, from the Sun and Moon, to early space pioneers and the
Moon landings, to black holes, asteroids and the planets in our magnificent solar system.
These books are designed as a companion resource for children studying core curriculum topics.
Illustrations, timelines and graphics work with captions and extended texts to challenge the reader’s
skills in memory, comprehension and reading. Kids will barely realise they are learning when the
competitive element takes over as they aim to become the Quizmaster.
The books contain loads of information, but as the quiz sections are spaced evenly throughout, it can
make the challenge less overwhelming. Readers can choose to read a section and then answer those
questions, or read the book and then attempt the whole quiz in one go. It can be used to test
themselves, test their friends or as a ready-made resource for teachers in need of a pop-quiz for their
class.
Suitable for children aged 8+ who are studying Space as part of the Key Stage 2 curriculum. Also perfect
for space-mad kids who devour facts like a black hole devours galaxies.
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MATHS PROBLEM SOLVING: NATURE
Anita Loughrey
Get kids engaged in maths with real-life problem solving. In each fully illustrated title maths
topics are carefully explained in different scenarios. Children are then given problems to solve
around the scenario.
Topics covered include measurement (inches and centimetres, to litres and millilitres and
units of time and days of the week), problems with numbers (by adding, subtracting, division
and multiplication and using roman numerals), how to use fractions, decimal places and
percentages, shapes (2-D and 3D) and statistics, such as tables, bar graphs, pie charts, and
line graphs.
The level of maths progresses as you go through the book, building a sense of achievement. It
includes tips and tricks to make maths problem-solving easy.
Each book is framed around a high interest area, perfect for children aged 7-11.
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MATHS PROBLEM SOLVING: SPACE
Anita Loughrey
Get kids engaged in maths with real-life problem solving. In each fully illustrated title maths
topics are carefully explained in different scenarios. Children are then given problems to solve
around the scenario.
Topics covered include measurement (inches and centimetres, to litres and millilitres and
units of time and days of the week), problems with numbers (by adding, subtracting, division
and multiplication and using roman numerals), how to use fractions, decimal places and
percentages, shapes (2-D and 3D) and statistics, such as tables, bar graphs, pie charts, and
line graphs.
The level of maths progresses as you go through the book, building a sense of achievement. It
includes tips and tricks to make maths problem-solving easy.
Each book is framed around a high interest area, perfect for children aged 7-11.
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ENGINEERING POWER!: MACHINES IN SPACE
Kay Barnham
From space telescopes to rockets, satellites and rovers, explore the world of space
machines!
Get to grips with the mind-boggling advances that have been made in engineering and
building spacecraft and machines.
The Engineering Power series explores the most amazing machines from the past to present
day. It pulls out key engineering details to inform and inspire the next generation of
engineers.
From cranes, submarines, tanks, and stealth jets, find out how machines have been built to
lift heavy weights, be submerged in deep oceans, roll forward over rough terrain and zip
quietly past in the sky overhead.
Large illustrations combined with photo inserts and diagrams show machines operating in the
real world.
Perfect for readers aged 9 and up.
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ENGINEERING POWER!: MACHINES IN THE SKY
Kay Barnham
From hot air balloons to supersonic jet, drones and jetpacks, explore the world of flying
machines!
Get to grips with the mind-boggling advances that have been made in engineering and
building aircraft. Bright and bold artwork, alongside clear explanations and diagrams, guide
you through a variety of landmark or forward-thinking machines.
From cranes, submarines, tanks, and stealth jets, find out how machines have been built to
lift heavy weights, be submerged in deep oceans, roll forward over rough terrain and zip
quietly past in the sky overhead. The books in the Engineering Power series explain how the
most amazing machines in our world operate, pulling out key engineering detail to inform
and inspire the next generation of engineers.
Perfect for readers aged 9 and up.
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MOTORMANIA: SPORTS CARS
Rob Colson
Get up-close to the most famous and unique cars ever made!
What is a sports car? Just how fast are are they? And how have they changed over the last
century? Get the answers to all these questions, and more, with this guide to some of the
best cars ever made.
Motormania is the perfect series for car-mad kids. Striking photos ensure each car is
displayed in all its glory, while top-trump style fact files and detailed ‘tech points’ highlight
the engineering that makes each car special. This series mixes the very latest in car design
and engineering with the greatest classics of the past, and is perfect for petrol heads aged 7+.
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MOTORMANIA: CLASSIC CARS
Rob Colson
Get up-close to the most famous and unique cars ever made!
What makes a car classic? Just how fast are classic cars? And how have classic cars influenced
cars today? Get the answers to all these questions, and more, with this guide to some of the
best cars ever made.
Motormania is the perfect series for car-mad kids. Striking photos ensure each car is
displayed in all its glory, while top-trump style fact files and detailed ‘tech points’ highlight
the engineering that makes each car special. This series mixes the very latest in car design
and engineering with the greatest classics of the past, and is perfect for petrol heads aged 7+.
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MASTERMINDS: LEONARDO DA VINCI
Stephen White-Thomson
Meet the S.T.E.A.M. pioneer – Leonardo da Vinci – and discover his fascinating life story and
inspirations.
Leonardo da Vinci tells the story of this key scientific figure – covering his whole life’s journey
and his amazing legacy to science today. Read about and look at some of his finest
achievements in fine art, engineering and science and his forward thinking inventions. From
the Mona Lisa to helicopters – Leonardo’s unique vision and skill is revealed in this fascinating
book.
Masterminds introduces some of the world’s great scientists, inventors and artists, retelling
their lives and explaining why their work is important. Clear photographic designs bring a
real-life quality to these biographies and major S.T.E.A.M. discoveries.
Provides an understanding of scientific discoveries and presents inspirational lives from a
variety of diverse backgrounds.
Includes a timeline of the person’s life and shows the ongoing legacy that we can see around
us today.
Perfect for readers aged 7 and up.
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MASTERMINDS: NIKOLA TESLA
Izzi Howell
Meet the S.T.E.A.M. pioneer – Nikola Tesla – and discover his fascinating life story and
inspirations.
Nikola Tesla tells the story of this key scientific figure – covering his origins and training as an
electrical engineer through to his experiments in electricity, X-rays, remote controls, and
wireless communications and his amazing legacy to science today.
Masterminds introduces some of the world’s great scientists, inventors and artists, retelling
their lives and explaining why their work is important. Clear photographic designs bring a
real-life quality to these biographies and major S.T.E.A.M. discoveries.
Provides an understanding of scientific discoveries and presents inspirational lives from a
variety of diverse backgrounds.
Includes a timeline of the person’s life and shows the ongoing legacy that we can see around
us today.
Perfect for readers aged 7 and up.
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THE BRILLIANT BOOK OF ANIMAL BONES
Anna Claybourne
Get up close to the biggest, smallest and most amazing animal bones on the planet!
From giraffes and dinosaurs to owls and crocodiles, find out what makes every skeleton
unique. How is a human skeleton different from an animal one? What are bones made from?
Look inside human and animal bodies to see the shape of different bones and discover how
they have evolved in different ways to help each animal survive, from a bird’s light bones full
of air spaces to help them fly to crocodile bones growing just under the skin that act as
armour. Paleontologists who study animal fossils can sometimes determine a species from as
little as just one bone!
Fascinating fact panels give extra information about bones uses or record-breaking figures
about size or strength.
Become a bone detective and discover many surprising things that bones can tell us.
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THE FARTS THAT ANIMALS PARP
Paul Mason
Illustrated by Tony De Saulles
Illustrated by Gemma Hastilow
Discover the wackiest facts about animals and their farts – and the
scintillating science behind it!
Hold your nose for the latest batch of wacky animal facts in The Farts That
Animals Parp! Try not to faint as you take in the science behind these beasts’
many ghastly gases … you won’t believe how much wind blows about in the
animal kingdom!
Following on from The Poo That Animals Do and The Wee That Animals Pee, this
book combines gut-busting illustrations with fascinating and funny photos,
making it perfect for any curious reader, but ideally pitched for 7+.
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